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Heavy Metal: Maya Ando will be in Tokyo for her show
next month.

Miya Ando: 9-11 meets 3-11 in altered metal art
Japanese-American sculptor moves from controversial work with WTC wreckage to earthquake art
in Tokyo
By C.B. Liddell (../../../author/cbliddell) 21 September, 2011

Steel’s most obvious characteristics are its
coldness and strength, yet on September 11,
2001, its strength was clearly not enough as the
supporting structure of the World Trade Center
melted, buckled and collapsed.

Somebody who perhaps understands the
multifaceted nature of steel better than most is
Miya Ando (http://www.miyaando.com/) , a 32-year-
old Japanese-American artist working with
metals, who was recently in London for the
unveiling of her sculpture commemorating the
67 British victims of the 9-11 attacks.

Made from an actual piece of the World Trade
Centre’s supporting structure, the sculpture
enjoyed something of a media fanfare at the
unveiling

(http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/sep/5/remnants-of-twin-towers-find-role-in-london-911-me/) , with the
city’s high-profile mayor Boris Johnson giving a keynote speech to commemorate the 10th
anniversary of the terrorist attack and refute conspiracy theories.

Japan’s disasters

Next month, Andro will stage another art event connected to disaster, this time in Tokyo when
she presents works that she says are a response to Japan’s 3-11, the Great Eastern Japan
Earthquake.

“I wanted to do something that addressed the natural disaster of the earthquake and tsunami,”
Ando says from California, where she is finishing off some of the pieces for the Tokyo show --
aluminum plates dyed in various colors and toughened by an anodizing process.

“Although I consider my works to be abstract, I look very carefully at nature and I’m highly
influenced by the system of nature and a lot of colors.

More on CNNGo: Twin Towers still standing in Chinese theme park
(http://www.cnngo.com/explorations/life/tell-me-about-it/twin-towers-still-exist-china-theme-park-123152)

“I take material that is man-made and industrial, for example aluminum or steel, and affect that
material to conjure images of clouds or water, or transform it to feel like a view of the ocean or
an empty sky or a field.”

Katana in the mix

The story of how the pretty and diminutive Ando came to express herself in minimalist musings
on materials more often used for industrial engineering takes us back to a sleepy Zen temple in
Okayama Prefecture and hundreds of years to an ancient sword-making clan.
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Ando's Tokyo show will feature her work with anodized,
dyed aluminium.

Born in America to a Russian-American father
and a Japanese mother, who later divorced,
Ando has had close ties to Japan since coming
to the country for the first time as an infant.

During her years growing up in America, she
regularly spent summer holidays with relatives
in Okayama.

“My mother’s father was the head priest of a
Nichiren Buddhist temple,” she says with
evident pride.

“Now the head priest is my cousin. Several
generations before the family went into the
Buddhist priesthood, there were some
ancestors who made swords. The most famous
of these sword makers was a person called
Ando Yoshiro Masakatsu in the early 1800s.”

Evidence of both these sword-making and Zen
traditions can be found in Ando’s modern
minimalist art.

The subtle patterns she creates on her panels
through scouring, chemicals and dyes, evoke

the hamon patterns that Japanese sword-makers used to give each blade a unique character,
while her abstract designs referencing nature have much of the flavor of Zen.

“I respect the American minimalists like Sol LeWitt and Carl Andre,” she acknowledges. “But
being partly raised in an environment that had the sparse aesthetic of Zen philosophy, I believe
that minimalist or reductionist thought can be traced back to Zen, and that really means to strip
away all but what is essential.”

London riots

In the aftermath of the London riots, the violent aspect of the twisted metal in Ando’s 9-11
memorial attracted some criticism from local residents, but this was perhaps unavoidable given
the commission’s brief, which called for the use of scrap from the World Trade Center, and the
coincidental timing of the riots.

Ando examines steel recovered from the World Trade Center for use in her London sculpture.

Ando’s response to Japan’s 3-11 disaster is unlikely to face such problems. Not only are the
works she is displaying less controversial and more aesthetically pleasing, they are also more
indicative of her true art.

More on CNNGo: Rising Tokyo artist's psychic tsunami (http://www.cnngo.com/tokyo/visit/rising-

tokyo-artists-psychic-tsunami-787367)

“In these works I very much want to look at the awesome power of nature and the system and

http://www.cnngo.com/tokyo/visit/rising-tokyo-artists-psychic-tsunami-787367
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fragility of nature, including our own fragility as humans within this,” she explains.

“My vision is to create an in-gallery environment that looks at all the elements and expresses
beauty in the transitory quality of nature. I want to put forth something that is beautiful and
creates hope and optimism for people in Japan to regain their relationship with nature.”

Getting there: You can see Miya Ando’s “Elements” show at Tokyo’s Galeria Sho Contemporary Art (http://www.g-

sho.com) from October 24 to November 26. B1/F Sansho Bldg., 3-2-9 Nihonbashi Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027, + 81 (0)

3 3275 1008.

C.B. Liddell is the Art and Architecture Editor of "Metropolis"
magazine, a regular writer on art for "The Japan Times," and the Far
Eastern Editor of the "Erotic Review."

Read more about C.B. Liddell (../../../author/cbliddell)
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